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BENEFITS OF 
IPHRAME

INTRODUCING
IPHRAME

More great content for a lower cost
Iphrame brings to the market a means 
of producing a greater number of events 
at the highest possible quality for less 
money.

Ready for the new generation
of operators
Iphrame performs the function of a 
vision mixer without the complicated 
interface. As such, staff can be operating 
it with minimal training.

Reduce set-up time
By diminishing the amount of 
proprietary broadcast equipment 
needed, Iphrame has a positive impact 
on the time it takes to get set up. 

Lower equipment costs
Because Iphrame combines multiple 
functions traditionally done on separate 
hardware into a simple IT-server, media 
companies can realise huge savings on 
equipment costs.

Combine SDI, ASI, and IP
A wholesale changeover to IP is 
unrealistic for many, so Iphrame can 
operate with a mix of IP, ASI and SDI 
signals as both inputs and outputs 
simultaneously. 

For companies seeking new methods of producing live 
broadcasts, Iphrame is a real-time production system that 
handles video, audio and graphics, effectively dispensing 
with much of the equipment and resources traditionally 
required. This is made possible because Iphrame is software-
defined and runs on standard IT hardware or VMs.

“This product is highly innovative and 
enables vastly new workflows offering 
flexibility and OPEX savings over 
conventional methods. 

Saving time and travel allows people to 
collaborate with greater ease.”

-IABM Design & Innovation
Awards 2015 Judging Panel

(Referencing iphrame Vision Remote)



WHAT IPHRAME CAN DO FOR YOU

How can Iphrame help media 
companies make content at
lower cost?

Traditionally, broadcasting live events required the 
transportation of proprietary equipment to the 
event site along with a team of people to set things 
up and another team to run the production. 

Getting all that equipment and all those people to 
the event and back is expensive and you may also 
have to account for accommodation and living 
costs. 

Iphrame simplifies the entire production process, 
reduces the amount of specialist equipment 
required, and can be set up and operated by a 
minimal number of staff.

What if I can’t afford a full-scale 
transition to IP?

We understand that you’ve spent a lot of money 
on your broadcast equipment and it is still serving 
you well. That is why we have ensured that Iphrame 

integrates seamlessly with traditional SDI so that 
you can experience incredible flexibility.

What else can Iphrame do to save 
media companies money?

As Iphrame is IP-based, we also offer the award-
winning Iphrame Remote which exploits the 
solution’s ability to be controlled remotely via the 
cloud. 

This reduces the need for an operator to sit at a 
console as switching decisions can be performed 
virtually wherever there is an internet connection. 
As a result, fewer staff are needed on-site. 
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